
I Am 

 

I am a killer, the most wanted assassin. My power drains the body and vanquishes the soul. My sword is 

sharp, yet invisible. It inflicts incredible pain without leaving scars. The only marks left behind are those etched 

into the hearts and souls of survivors.  

 

Sixteen thousand victims fall to me in a single day. Over one billion sensed my presence this morning. 

There are many organizations out to capture and terminate me permanently: the United Nations Food 

Programme, The Hunger Project, and Feed the Children, to name a few. Their efforts are in vain, for they lack 

enough support. My greatest allies are inflation, climate change, and economic crises, for they hinder those out 

to conquer me and spread the influence of my power. 

 

Though my reign of havoc is currently undeterred and indomitable, I fear the day when masses of 

humans enforce their power and end my days. The time may be coming, very soon, but they lack the knowledge 

required to destroy me. For only a few, including myself, know the ways I can truly fall.  

 

Many have tried to conquer me as individuals, giving money to my enemies here and there to stop me. 

They try to buy a few meals for the homeless and not donate their money to large-scale, successful 

organizations. Each small stack of bills tossed out occasionally sets me back minimally, for I soon overcome 

those dollars and remain a fixed power. Humans also believe that a helpful hand here and there will destroy me. 

They do not realize that small works have little effect on such a big influence like me. These ignorant actions 

have kept me safe for a long time.  

 

Despite my current safety, the potential for my decline remains, for there are a number of ways to 

eliminate me. One way is through the financial donations of mass amounts of people to my enemies. Money can 

buy my death. It gives the large organizations an opportunity to give to hungry countries. If every American 

donates $275 a year, about 75 cents a day, then I would be crushed. It costs only 25 cents a day to pay for one 

person to have his needs provided for a day and if each American paid for three people, my torch of power 

would be blown out as easily as a small, dim candle. Another threat to me is teenagers. Their young, open 

minds and strong bodies are capable of preparing and serving those who need to be saved from me. They are 

also capable of working in shelters and at service projects. Even fundraising money in their schools to give 

money to major organizations would destroy me. These things compiled together could easily dominate me 

because they exploit my weaknesses.  

 

They all simply do not know their own strength and capability of conquering a threat like me. My time 

is limited. For one day, very soon, my presence will be erased from this world. Though, until the ways to 

destroy me are recognized and strived after, I shall continue to throw chaos upon the sanity and health of 

humanity. Many more shall die by my blade. Many more shall be crushed under my foot. I am one of the most 

stoppable threats, but stand as the largest because of little true effort to stop me. I may forever exist for this 

reason or may soon be gone. I am world hunger…  
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